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Drawing inspiration from Milan’s catwalks the EM77 vacuum jug now comes in three new, trending colours. From pale lavender to 
deep burgundy and granite grey, the collection spans a broad colour spectrum. The To Go Click with the state-of-the art smart click 
function is also launched in identical colours. Stelton’s award-winning Emma tea and coffee range is expanded with several product 
news that will make a stylish addition to any table. One of the highlights is the beautiful electric kettle that is now available both in 
dark grey and light blue. The Emma collection also presents a beautiful minimalistic cake stand, made of glazed stoneware and is 
available in grey and blue. Furthermore, two new mugs, cups, cake plates, eggcups, salt and pepper shakers and bowls in two different 
sizes, are added to complete the modern tableware collection.	  
 	  
This Spring Stelton also presents the new bonbonniere – Peak. Designed by Mikaela Dörfel, Peak is elegantly made of steel with a 
brushed brass coating, which will adorn any living room table, bedside table or bookshelf. Its tight and consistent lines are broken by a 
spontaneous, playful crest on the lid of the bonbonniere. Peak is available in two sizes.	  
 	  
“Quality is the sum of timeless design and excellent material choice. You can feel the quality on your fingertips.” Mikaela Dörfel. 
 

 

About Stelton 

Stelton is a Danish design company. Founded in 1958 Stelton has a long story of the Nordic design tradition. Innovation was the key from day one 

and the design house was first with cylindric design produced in just one piece of steel. Many Stelton design objects have been awarded and 

quickly risen to an iconic status’ world wide. Cylinda-Line by Arne Jacobsen and the iconic thermo jug by Erik Magnussen stand untouched by 

time. Just as popular today as when launched. For more visit www.stelton.com. 

  


